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We investigate cellular automata as acceptors for formal languages. In particular, we con-
sider real-time devices which are reversible on the core of computation, i.e., from initial
conﬁguration to the conﬁguration given by the time complexity. This property is called
real-time reversibility. We study whether for a given real-time CA working on ﬁnite con-
ﬁgurations with ﬁxed boundary conditions there exists a reverse real-time CA with the
same neighborhood. It is shown that real-time reversibility is undecidable, which contrasts
the general case, where reversibility is decidable for one-dimensional devices. Moreover,
we prove the undecidability of emptiness, ﬁniteness, inﬁniteness, inclusion, equivalence,
regularity, and context-freedom. First steps towards the exploration of the computational
capacity are done and closure under Boolean operations is shown.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Reversibility is a fundamental principle in physics. Since abstract computational models are in a way a prototype of
computing devices which can be physically constructed, these abstract models should be able to obey physical laws. Re-
versibility in the context of computing devices means that deterministic computations are also backward deterministic.
Roughly speaking, in a reversible device no information is lost and every conﬁguration occurring in any computation has
at most one predecessor. Many different formal models have been studied in connection with reversibility. For example,
reversible Turing machines have been introduced in [3], where it is shown that any irreversible Turing machine can be
simulated by a reversible one. With respect to the number of tapes and tape symbols the result is signiﬁcantly improved in
[12]. On the opposite endof the automata hierarchy, reversibility in very simple devices, namely deterministic ﬁnite automata
(DFA), has been studied in [2,13].
Here, we study linear arrays of identical copies of deterministic ﬁnite automata. The single nodes are homogeneously
connected to their both immediate neighbors. Moreover, they work synchronously at discrete time steps. Such so-called
cellular automata (CA) are well-investigated devices.We have particular interest in cellular automata as acceptors for formal
languages. An early result on general reversible CAs is the possibility to make any CA, possibly irreversible, reversible by
increasing the dimension. In detail, in [14] it is shown that any k-dimensional CA can be embedded into a (k + 1)-dimensional
reversible CA. Again, this result has signiﬁcantly been improved by showing how to make irreversible one-dimensional CAs
reversible without increasing the dimension [10]. A solution is presented which preserves the neighborhood but increases
time (O(n2) time for input length n). Furthermore, it is known that even reversible one-dimensional one-way CAs are
computationally universal [9,11]. Once a reversible computing device is under consideration, the natural question arises
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Fig. 1. A two-way cellular automaton.
whether reversibility is decidable. For example, reversibility of a given DFA or a given regular language is decidable [13].
For cellular automata, injectivity of the global transition function is equivalent to the reversibility of the automaton. It is
shown in [1] that global reversibility is decidable for one-dimensional CAs, whereas the problem is undecidable for higher
dimensions [6]. In [15] a survey of generally reversible CAs is given. Additional information about some aspects of CAs may
be found in [7]. All these results concern cellular automata with unbounded conﬁgurations. Moreover, in order to obtain a
reversible device the neighborhood aswell as the time complexitymay be increased. In [4] it is shown that the neighborhood
of a reverse CA is at most n − 1when the given reversible CA has n states. Additionally, this upper bound is shown to be tight.
Here, in contrast to the traditional notion of reversibility, we consider cellular automata working on ﬁnite conﬁgurations
with ﬁxed boundary conditions as acceptors for formal languages (cf., e.g. [8]). Clearly, these devices cannot be reversible
in the classical sense since the number of different conﬁgurations is bounded and, thus, the system will run into loops.
Therefore, we consider cellular automata that are reversible on the core of computation, i.e., from initial conﬁguration to
the conﬁguration given by the time complexity. Our main interest is in fast computations, i.e., real-time computations.
Consequently, we call such devices real-time reversible. In particular, wewant to knowwhether for a given nearest neighbor
real-time CA working on ﬁnite conﬁgurations with ﬁxed boundary conditions there exists a reverse real-time CA with the
sameneighborhood. This point of view is rather different from the traditional notion of reversibility since only conﬁgurations
are considered that are reachable from initial conﬁgurations. At ﬁrst glance, such a setting should simplify matters. But quite
the contrary, we prove that real-time reversibility is undecidable. Moreover, in Section 5 it is shown that emptiness is
undecidable. Thus, also the questions of ﬁniteness, inﬁniteness, inclusion, and equivalence are undecidable. The same holds
true for regularity and context-freedom. In the following section we present some basic notions and deﬁnitions. Then, in
Section 3 some computational capacity aspects are investigated, where the particularities in connection with reversibility
are identiﬁed by an example. Section 4 is devoted to the closure properties under Boolean operations.
2. Real-time reversible cellular automata
We denote the set of non-negative integers byN. The empty word is denoted by λ, and the reversal of a word w by wR.
For the length of w we write |w|. We use ⊆ for inclusions and ⊂ for strict inclusions. In order to avoid technical overloading
in writing, two languages L and L′ are considered to be equal, if they differ at most by the empty word, i.e., L \ {λ} = L′ \ {λ}.
A cellular automaton is a linear array of ﬁnite automata, sometimes called cells, where each of them is connected to its
both nearest neighbors. We identify the cells by positive integers. The state transition depends on the current state of each
cell and the current states of its neighbors. The transition function is applied to all cells synchronously at discrete time steps.
A formal deﬁnition is:
Deﬁnition 1. A cellular automaton (CA) is a system 〈S,δ,#,A,F〉,where S is theﬁnite, nonempty setof states,# /∈ S is theboundary
state, A ⊆ S is the nonempty set of input symbols, F ⊆ S is the set of accepting states, and δ : (S ∪ {#}) × S × (S ∪ {#}) → S is the
local transition function.
A conﬁguration of a cellular automatonM = 〈S,δ,#,A,F〉 at time t ≥ 0 is a description of its global state, which is actually a
mapping ct : [1, . . . ,n] → S, for n ≥ 1 (see Fig. 1). The conﬁguration at time 0 is deﬁned by the initial sequence of states. For
a given input w = a1 · · · an ∈ A+ we deﬁne c0,w as the conﬁguration at time 0 by c0,w(i) = ai, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. During its course
of computation a CA steps through a sequence of conﬁgurations, whereby successor conﬁgurations are computed according
to the global transition function . Let c be some conﬁguration, deﬁned by s1, . . . ,sn ∈ S, then the successor conﬁguration c′,
deﬁned by s′
1
, . . . ,s′n ∈ S, is as follows:
c′ = (c) ⇐⇒ s′1 = δ(#,s1,s2),s′2 = δ(s1,s2,s3), . . . ,s′n = δ(sn−1,sn,#).
Thus,  is induced by δ.
An input w is accepted by a CA if at some time i during its course of computation the leftmost cell enters an accepting
state. The language accepted byM is denoted by L(M). Let t :N→N, t(n) ≥ n, be a mapping. If all w ∈ L(M) are accepted
with at most t(|w|) time steps, thenM is said to be of time complexity t.
Now we turn to cellular automata that are reversible on the core of computation, i.e., from initial conﬁguration to the
conﬁguration given by the time complexity. Consequently, we call them t-time reversible if the time complexity t is obeyed.
Reversibility is meant with respect to the possibility to let the computation step back and forth. Due to the domain S3 and
the range S, obviously, the local transition function cannot be injective in general. But for reverse computation steps we
may utilize the information which is available for the cells, that is, the states of their neighbors, respectively. So, we have to
provide a reverse local transition function.
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Fig. 2. Real-time CA accepting {anbn | n ≥ 1} (left), not being reversible (right).
For some mapping t :N→N letM = 〈S,δ,#,A,F〉 be a t-time cellular automaton. ThenM is deﬁned to be t-reversible
(REV-CA), if there exists a reverse local transition function δR : S3 → S such thatR((ci)) = ci, for all conﬁgurations ci ofM,
0 ≤ i ≤ t(n) − 1. The global transition functions  and R are induced by δ and δR, respectively. For distinctness, we denote
〈S,δR,#,A,F〉 byMR.
The family of languages accepted by some REV-CA with time complexity t is denoted byLt(REV-CA). If t equals the
identity function id(n) = n, acceptance is said to be in real time and we writeLrt(REV-CA).
3. Computational capacity
In order to identify the computational power of real-time reversible CA we start with an example. The particularities in
connection with reversibility are introduced by means of the language {anbn | n ≥ 1}. So, let us begin with a conventional
real-time CA acceptor which not necessarily has to be reversible. An idea is to set up two signals at initial time. One signal
moves from the right border to the left and the other one from the left border to the right. If both signals meet at the
borderline between leading as and succeeding bs, and no signal has passed another borderline between as and bs, then the
input has to be accepted. That is, another signal is sent from the meeting point to the left which causes the leftmost cell to
enter an accepting state. More formally, a transition function that works for n ≥ 3 is as follows, where δ(p,q,r) = s is written
as pqr → s for convenience.
# a a → >
> a a → >
> a b → >
b b # → <
b b < → <
a b < → <
> > < → <+
> > <+ → <+
# > <+ → <+
In all other cases the state is not changed. It is not hard to verify that a corresponding CA with accepting states F = {<+}
accepts {anbn | n ≥ 1} in real time (cf. Fig. 2 (left)).
But how about reversibility? The construction is not yet reversible. One reason is that for conventional computations we
do not care about the part of the computation which cannot inﬂuence the overall result. That is, the computation of cell
2 ≤ i ≤ n after time step n − i + 1, i.e., the area below the diagonal from the upper right to the lower left corner of the space-
time diagram. Nor do we care about rejecting computations, except for keeping them rejecting. For reversible computations
we do have to care about the computations in the mentioned area as well as for rejecting computations. The idea for our
construction is to freeze the cells along the diagonal. But it is worth mentioning that this idea does not work in general.
Sometimes much more complicated computations are necessary even in this part of the space-time diagram. Moreover, in
our current construction the whole computationmay get frozen before time step n, for inputs not belonging to the language.
Clearly, this implies non-reversibility (cf. Fig. 2 (right)).
Another reason for non-reversibility is that a cell forgets its input symbol once it has been passed through by a signal. To
cope with this problemwe extend our construction in such a way that a cell passed through by a signal remembers its input
symbol. Here, we obtain the following transition function.
# a a → a>
a> a a → a>
a> a b → a>
b b # → <b
b b <b → <b
a b <b → <b
a> a> <b → <a+
a> a> <a+ → <a+
# a> <a+ → <a+
Nevertheless, thewholecomputationmaystill get frozen tooearly incaseof rejected inputs. So,weextendourconstruction
once more. The idea is to send a signal to the left even if the input is rejected. Moreover, we have to mark the cell in the (left)
center of the array, i.e., the (left) cell in which both initial signals meet (cf. Fig. 3).
Cells in which a signal detects that the input has to be rejected change the type of the signal. These cells are adjacent cells
with input symbols b and a, or adjacent cells with input symbols a and b for which one of the signals arrives but the other
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Fig. 3. Real-time reversible REV-CA accepting {anbn | n ≥ 1}. Accepting computation (left) and rejecting computation (right).
Fig. 4. Real-time reversible REV-CA accepting {anbn | n ≥ 1}. Example for a rejecting computation.
one is still on the way. According to the type of wrong input we provide different states for marking the center (cf. Fig. 4).
For any x,y,z ∈ {a,b} we set:
# a a → a>
a> a x → a>
b b # → <b
x b <b → <b
a> a> <b → ma+
a> a> ma+ → <a+
a> a> <a+ → <a+
# a> <a+ → <a+
# b x → bo>
a> b x → bo>
z
o> y x → yo>
x a # → <ao
x a <b → <ao
x y <zo → <yo
a> y <b → My
a> y <xo → My
x
o> y <
b → My
x
o> y <
z
o → My
a> a> <xo → ma
a> bo> <
x
o → mb
x
o>
y
o> <
b → my
x
o>
y
o> <
z
o → my
a> a> Mx → <a-
a>
y
o> M
x → <y-
z
o>
y
o> M
x → <y-
a> a> mx → <a-
a>
y
o> m
x → <y-
z
o>
y
o> m
x → <y-
a> a> <x- → <a-
a>
y
o> <
x
- → <y-
z
o>
y
o> <
x
- → <y-
# a> <x- → <a-
# bo> <
x
- → <b-
The leftmost block of transition rules is for accepting computations. The second block provides rules for detecting that
the input is of a wrong format. The rules of the third block mark the center cell(s) in case of rejecting computations. Labels
Mx are used for inputs of odd length, and labels mx are used for even length inputs. Finally, the transition rules of the last block
establish the rejecting left-moving signal.
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In order to conclude the construction we present the reverse local transition function δR. For any x,y,z ∈ {a,b} we set:
# <a+ <
a
+ → a>
a> <a+ <
a
+ → a>
a> <a+ m
a
+ → a>
a> ma+ <
b → a>
a> a> <b → a
a> a> a → a
# a> a → a
a> <b <b → b
b <b <b → b
b <b # → b
a> <a- <
x
- → a>
a> <b- <
x
- → bo>
z
o> <
y
- <
x
- → yo>
a> a> x → a
a> bo> x → b
z
o>
y
o> x → y
# a> x → a
# bo> x → b
x <b <b → b
x <ao <
b → a
x <
y
o <
z
o → y
a> <a- M
x → a>
a> <b- M
x → bo>
z
o> <
y
- M
x → yo>
a> My <b → y
a> My <xo → y
x
o> M
y <b → y
x
o> M
y <zo → y
a> ma <xo → a>
a> mb <xo → bo>
x
o> m
y <b → yo>
x
o> m
y <zo → yo>
# <a- <
x
- → a>
# <b- <
x
- → bo>
x <b # → b
x <ao # → a
a> a> <xo → a
a> bo> <
x
o → b
x
o>
y
o> <
b → y
x
o>
y
o> <
z
o → y
x
o> <
b <b → b
x
o> <
a
o <
b → a
a> <
y
o <
x
o → y
z
o> <
y
o <
x
o → y
Again, the leftmost block of transition rules is for accepting computations.
It is not hard to see that the construction is correct. However, for proving real-time reversibility of languages, currently no
generalmethod is known. So, it remains to construct anappropriate cellular automatonand toverify its real-time reversibility.
But, even for this veriﬁcation there are no general methods known. The detailed proofs are lengthy and tedious.
By a similar construction as above one can show the following generalization.
Lemma 2. Let k ≥ 1 be some integer and a1,a2, . . . ,ak be some symbols such that ai /= ai+1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Then, the language
{an
1
an
2
· · · an
k
| n ≥ 1} belongs toLrt(REV-CA).
In particular, we have the ﬁrst comparison with linguistic language families.
Corollary 3. The familyLrt(REV-CA) includes the non-regular, deterministic, linear context-free language {anbn | n ≥ 1} as well
as the non-context-free, deterministic context-sensitive language {anbncn | n ≥ 1}.
Next we compare the family in question with the regular languages. It is known that there are regular languages not
accepted by any reversible DFA [13].
Theorem 4. The familyLrt(REV-CA) includes the regular languages properly.
Proof. Let L be some regular language. Then the mirror image LR of L is also a regular language. Let LR be accepted by a
deterministic ﬁnite automatonM with state set S, input alphabet A, initial state q0, set of accepting states F , and transition
function δ : S × A → S.
We construct a REV-CA accepting L in real time based on the following idea. Initially, at the rightmost cell a signal is set
up, which moves from right to left. The signal simulates the DFAM. Furthermore, each cell passed through stores its input
symbol and the state ofM. Due to the state log, the whole computation is real-time reversible. More formally, the REV-CA
M′ = 〈S′,δ′,#,A,F ′〉 is deﬁned by S′ = A ∪ (A × S), F ′ = A × F , and for all x ∈ A ∪ {#}, y,z ∈ A, and q ∈ S, δ′(x,y,#) = (y,δ(q0,y)),
δ′(x,y,(z,q)) = (y,δ(q,y)), and δ′ does not change the state in all other cases. The reverse local transition function is given by
δ′R(x,(y,q0),#) = y, δ′R(x,(y,p),(z,q)) = y, and δ′R does not change the state in all other cases. 
4. Closure properties
This section is devoted to the closures of Lrt(REV-CA) under Boolean operations. A family of languages is said to be
effectively closed under some operation if the result of the operation can be constructed from the given language(s).
Theorem 5. The familyLrt(REV-CA) is effectively closed under complementation.
Proof. Although we are dealing with deterministic devices, the closure under complementation does not follow simply by
interchanging accepting and non-accepting states. The reason is that an input is accepted when the leftmost cell enters an
accepting state at some arbitrary time step. So, in general, the leftmost cell will enter accepting as well as non-accepting
states during a computation. To cope with this problem we modify a given real-time REV-CA M in the following way
(cf. Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Signals for the construction of a complementary real-time REV-CA. The leftmost cell enters a state of S′ at time t = i for the ﬁrst time. The cell along
the dotted line is marked.
At initial time a signal is emitted by the rightmost cell. The signal moves to the left (whereby it remembers the state of
the cell passed through, respectively), and will arrive at the leftmost cell exactly at real time. This is the time step at which
we wish to make the ﬁnal decision whether to accept or to reject the input. To this end, the leftmost cell has to remember
if it has entered an accepting state at some time before. So, we use a copy S′ of the state set S ofM and modify the local
transition function to drive the leftmost cell into a state of S′ when it enters an accepting state. Subsequently, the normal
behavior of the leftmost cell is simulated except that states of S′ are used instead of states of S. Now themodiﬁed automaton
M′ accepts, if and only if the leftmost cell is in some state of S′ when the signal arrives. In order to accept the complement
of L(M) = L(M′), it sufﬁces to let the automaton accept, if and only if the leftmost cell is in some state of S when the signal
arrives.
Unfortunately, the resulting real-time CA is not necessarily reversible. The reason is that, in general, it is not possible to
recompute the time step at which the leftmost cell has entered a state of S′ for the ﬁrst time. In order to obtain reversibility
again, we can proceed similarly as in the construction for the language {anbn | n ≥ 1}. That is, at the time step in question,
the leftmost cell sends a signal to the right (cf. Fig. 5). When this signal meets the left-moving signal from the opposite end
of the array, the meeting point is marked. As in the mentioned construction, the signals and markings can be set up such
that the whole computation becomes reversible. 
Theorem 6. The familyLrt(REV-CA) is effectively closed under intersection and union.
Proof. In principle, for intersection and union the well-known two-track technique is applicable. That is, each cell has two
registers. In these registers acceptors for the languages in question are simulated independent of each other. The accepting
states are deﬁned according to the actual operation in the usual way. By the same construction as in the previous proof, the
leftmost cell can remember whether the single tracks accept or not.
Since thecomputationsonboth tracksare independentof eachother, thewholecomputation is reversible if each individual
computation is. At this point there still remains a small technical problem. Since the input language is built from letters, at
initial time the states of the cells have one register only. Usually, the computation splits this register into two during the
ﬁrst time step. Clearly, this behavior is always possible since at initial time both virtual registers hold the same letter. But for
the reverse computation this would imply to join both registers during the last step. With other words, the cells must know
about this time step synchronously. Therefore, another subtask of the reverse computation has to be synchronization which
implies a desynchronization subtask for forward computations.
Fortunately, the problem can be solved differently by interpretation of states. We choose a bijection f which maps S × S
to some suitable set of states S′ such that A ⊆ S′ and f (a,a) = a, for all a ∈ A. In this way, an appearing state s′ ∈ S′ is uniquely
interpreted as (s1,s2) = f−1(s′), where s1 is the content of the ﬁrst and s2 is the content of the second register. Moreover, the
original input at initial time is reconstructed since (a,a) is represented by f (a,a) = a, for all a ∈ A. 
5. Decidability questions
To show undecidability results for REV-CAswe use reductions from Post’s correspondence problem (PCP) which is known
to be undecidable. Let A be an alphabet and an instance of the PCP be given by two lists α = u1,u2, . . . ,uk and β = v1,v2, . . . ,vk
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of words from A+. Furthermore, let A′ = {a1,a2, . . . ,ak} be an alphabet with k symbols and A ∩ A′ = ∅. Now, consider two
languages Lα and Lβ :
Lα ={ui1ui2 . . .uimaimaim−1 . . . ai1 | m ≥ 1,1 ≤ ij ≤ k,1 ≤ j ≤ m}
Lβ ={vi1vi2 . . . vimaimaim−1 . . . ai1 | m ≥ 1,1 ≤ ij ≤ k,1 ≤ j ≤ m}
Lemma 7. The languages Lα and Lβ belong to the familyLrt(REV-CA).
Proof. We show Lα ∈Lrt(REV-CA). The proof for Lβ is almost identical. The rough idea of the construction is to shift input
symbols from A′ to the left and to match the aij ∈ A′ against the corresponding uij ∈ A+. For reversible CAs we have to make
sure that not only all accepting computations but also all non-accepting computations are reversible. In a ﬁrst step, we
consider only inputs that have to be accepted. In particular, the input is correctly formatted, i.e., the input x1x2 · · · xn is of the
form A+A′+. Thus, we may assume that there is exactly one cell j such that xj ∈ A and xj+1 ∈ A′.
Let the words ui of list α = u1,u2, . . . ,uk be ui = ui,1ui,2 · · ·ui,i , for some i ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we consider a minimal DFA
Mi accepting the sole word uRi . The states of such a DFA may be labeled (i,0),(i,1), . . . ,(i,i) and (i,t), where (i,0) is the initial
state, (i,i) is the only accepting state, and (i,t) is an additional trap state.
Now, let xj+1 be ai, i.e., the ﬁrst symbol of uRi is the input of cell j. Thus, we start the computation by simulatingMi in
cell j such thatMi processes xj . Furthermore, the cells 1, . . . ,j − 1 holding input symbols from A remain unchanged, and the
input of the cells j + 1, . . . ,n is shifted one cell to the left. Additionally, a signal X moving from right to left is started in the
rightmost cell. In the next time step, the simulation ofMi is continued in cell j − 1 by processing xj−1. Again, the left part
of the input remains unchanged and the A′ part is shifted one cell to the left. This behavior is continued until the accepting
state ofMi is reached in cell j − i + 1. In the next time step, cell j − i + 1 receives from its right neighbor the information
that xj+2 = ai′ , i.e., uRi′ has to be veriﬁed. So, j − i + 1 has to simulateMi′ and changes to the initial state (i′,0). This behavior
is repeated until the leftmost cell is reached. Signal X reaches the leftmost cell after n time steps. At this moment, it checks
whether or not the accepting state of DFAMi1 is reached. Correspondingly, the total input is accepted or rejected.
In order to show that the constructed CA is reversible (for accepting computations), we observe that each state can
uniquely be recomputed. This is obvious for cells holding a symbol from A or for cells which are passed through by signal
X . Cells shifting symbols from A′ to the left now have to shift this information to the right. This is possible as long as this
information is available in the left neighbor of a cell. Some problem occurs in the leftmost cell. Here informationmay be lost
when being shifted to the left. In this case, we preserve this information by storing it on an additional track whose contents
are consecutively shifted to the right. Finally, the cells simulating someDFA have a unique predecessor, since the DFA accepts
a single word.
So far, we have only considered accepting computations. To ensure that also rejecting computations are reversible, it can
be observed that two types of errors may occur: either the input has a wrong format or the input is correctly formatted, but
some ai does not match ui. In the ﬁrst case, we construct a DFAMX accepting (A+A′+)R and simulateMX together with the
signal X on its path to the left. Thus, at time n it can be decided in the leftmost cell whether the format was correct or not. In
the second case, the simulation ofMi at some cell j enters the trap state (i,t). In order to be able to reconstruct this moment,
we send a signal Z from cell j with maximum speed to the right. When the Z-signal meets the X-signal, then this meeting
point is marked. Similar to the construction of Theorem 5 the signals andmarkings can be set up reversibly. Observe that the
A′ part is shifted one cell to the left in every time step and is sent to the right on the additional track, when it has reached
the leftmost cell. In addition, cell j stores some failure state and the last state ofMi before the trap state.
We observe that the input might consist of several correctly formatted blocks from A+A′+ which may represent either
accepting or rejecting computations. Due to the constructions presented so far, we then have several reversible and non-
overlapping subcomputations and the wrong format of the whole input can be detected reversibly by the DFAMX . 
The construction is illustrated with two exemplarily computations. Let A = {a,b} and α = {bb,a,ba}. Then, k = 3 and A′ =
{a1,a2,a3}. Consider the words abbbaa3a1a2 ∈ Lα and baa3aaaaa3 /∈ Lα . Each cell is divided into four parts. The left upper part
contains and preserves the input. The right upper part is used to shift inputs from A′ to the left. If this input has reached
the leftmost cell, it is shifted to the right using the lower right part. If no information has to be shifted to the right, we use
the symbol unionsq. In the lower left part the DFAsMi are simulated. The X-signal is represented by an arrow from right to left.
Additionally, the correct format is checked by a DFAMX whose states are also stored in the lower left part.
Let us ﬁrst consider the input abbbaa3a1a2 ∈ Lα (cf. Fig. 6). The computation starts in the cell carrying a and having a3
as right neighbor. Then, DFAM3 is simulated in the lower left part and checks the subword ba according to a3. Then,M1
is simulated and checks the subword bb according to a1. Finally,M2 is simulated and checks the subword a according to
a2. Additionally, in the ﬁrst time step the X-signal is started in the rightmost cell which is sent with maximum speed to the
left and checks the correct format (A+A′+)R. In the last time step, the leftmost cell gets the information from the X-signal
that the input was correctly formatted and that the last input symbol ai ∈ A′ matched against ui. Thus, the input is accepted.
Observe that all input symbols from A′ are shifted to the left in one time step and shifted to the right after having reached
the leftmost cell. Furthermore, each input symbol a ∈ A is marked as a after being processed by some DFAMi. Thus, it can
be observed that all information is available to realize a reversible computation.
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Fig. 6. Real-time reversible REV-CA accepting Lα . Example for an accepting computation.
Now, consider the input baa3aaaaa3 /∈ Lα (cf. Fig. 7) where both types of errors occur. On the one hand, baa3aaaaa3 is not
correctly formatted, but on the other hand it consists of two correctly formatted blocks where the second block contains a
matching error. Thus, two subcomputations are started in the ﬁrst time step in those cells carrying an a and having a3 as
right neighbor. Since the ﬁrst block baa3 is a word in Lα , it is processed as just described. In the second block amatching error
occurswhich ismarked by the vertical dashed arrow. Thus, the failure state 3,1 is also stored in the lower left part. The failure
state additionally indicates that the last state ofM3 before entering the trap state was 3,1. Moreover, a Z-signal (indicated
by a right arrow) is sent with maximum speed to the right and the meeting point with the X-signal is marked by the vertical
dotted arrow. It can be observed that these signals are reversible and thus the point of time at which the matching error has
been occurred can be identiﬁed reversibly. Again, all input symbols from A′ are shifted to the left and shifted to the right
after having reached the leftmost cell to ensure reversibility. Finally, the DFAMX detects a format error in the sixth time
step which is indicated by a non-accepting state t in the lower left part. Thus, the leftmost cell gets in the last time step the
information from the X-signal that the input was not correctly formatted and, consequently, the input is not accepted.
Now we can utilize the languages of Lemma 7 to prove the ﬁrst undecidable property of real-time REV-CAs.
Theorem 8. Emptiness is undecidable for real-time REV-CAs.
Proof. Let (α,β) be an instance of the PCP. Due to Lemma 7, we can effectively construct two real-time REV-CAs accepting
Lα and Lβ , respectively. SinceLrt(REV-CA) is effectively closed under intersection, we can effectively construct a REV-CA
M accepting Lα ∩ Lβ . Moreover, Lα ∩ Lβ is empty if and only if the instance (α,β) of the PCP has no solution. Therefore, the
undecidability of emptiness for real-time REV-CAs follows from the undecidability of the PCP. 
Lemma 9. LetM be a real-time REV-CA and a,b,c be new alphabet symbols. Then the following languages belong to the family
Lrt(REV-CA).
(1) LM,1 = {wa5|w| | w ∈ L(M)}
(2) LM,2 = {wa5|w|(bc6|w|−1)n | w ∈ L(M),n ≥ 0}
(3) LM,3 = {wa|w|b4|w| | w ∈ L(M)}
(4) LM,4 = {wa|w|b|w|c3|w| | w ∈ L(M)}
Proof. To accept LM,1 we construct some CA with four tracks. On the ﬁrst track we implement the reversible version of the
Firing Squad Synchronization Problem (FSSP) according to the construction given in [5]. Then, the synchronization of n cells
takes 3n time steps. We observe that the ﬁrst |w| cells reach certain synchronizing states at time 3|w|.
In the ﬁrst |w| cells of the second track we simulate the original computation ofM onwwith a slow-down of 1/3. To this
end, two copies Q1 and Q2 ofM’s state set Q are deﬁned. If some state q ∈ Q is followed by p ∈ Q in one time step according
to the computation inM, we modify the computation such that q is followed by q1 ∈ Q1, followed by q2 ∈ Q2, followed by
p ∈ Q . We observe that this modiﬁcation preserves reversibility. As a result of this modiﬁcation we obtain that at time step
3|w| the ﬁrst |w| cells of the second track are in the conﬁguration of the computation ofM on w at time step |w|.
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Fig. 7. Real-time reversible REV-CA accepting Lα . Example for a rejecting computation.
The third track is used to store the point of time at which the leftmost cell enters an accepting state ofM for the ﬁrst
time. This can be done reversibly using the same technique as in the proof of closure under complementation.
It can be observed that the CA constructed so far is reversible and thus backward deterministic. Now, the ﬁrst |w| cells
synchronously change their state q to some primed version q′ and apply, from now on, the local rules of the reverse CA. Then,
at time 6|w| we obtain primed versions of the original input on the second track of the ﬁrst |w| cells.
At time 3|w| we additionally start another reversible FSSP of the ﬁrst |w| cells on the fourth track. These cells are
synchronized at time 6|w| and then the ﬁrst |w| cells are reinitialized with the original input. That is, we have reconstructed
the original input after 6|w| time steps and a new computation cycle of length 6|w| can start.
To complete the construction, we have to check the correct number of as and the correct format. To verify the correct
number of as, the leftmost cell emits some signal X with speed 1/5 to the right and the rightmost cell sends some signal Y
with maximum speed to the left. If both signals meet in cell |w| + 1, which stores the ﬁrst a, then some accepting signal is
sent withmaximum speed to the left. We observe that in this case the construction is reversible. Otherwise, we rename both
signals when passing through cell |w| + 1 to X ′ and Y ′, respectively, and let their speed unchanged. Again, it can be observed
that the construction is reversible.
To check the correct format we can use a DFA together with the Y-signal starting in the rightmost cell and moving with
maximum speed to the left. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.When X and Y meet in cell |w| + 1, we additionally check
whether the input format was correct so far, and some signal to check the correctness of the remaining input is sent with
maximum speed to the left. If the input is formatted correctly, then this construction is reversible. Otherwise, we may have
some input w′ to the right of some as. In this case, we also have to guarantee reversibility. Thus, the leftmost cell of these
cells storingw′ interprets a left neighbor a as the boundary symbol #. Then,w′ can be computed reversibly the same way as
w. Due to the construction in the fourth track, it is possible to start a new computation at the end of the computation at time
6|w′|. Thus, the subcomputation of w′ always remains reversible.
Altogether, we obtain that a reversible CA accepting LM,1 in real time can be constructed. The constructions for LM,2,
LM,3, and LM,4 are similar. The main task is to design suitable signals checking the correct number of as, bs, and cs. The
details are omitted. 
Theorem 10. Finiteness, inﬁniteness, universality, inclusion, equivalence, regularity, and context-freedom is undecidable for
real-time REV-CAs, respectively.
Proof. Undecidability of emptiness implies immediately the undecidability of inclusion and equivalence.
Finiteness of language LM,2 implies emptiness of language L(M). Since emptiness is undecidable, ﬁniteness and inﬁnite-
ness are undecidable as well.
Lemma 5 shows the effective closure under complementation. Therefore, universality is undecidable.
To show the undecidability of regularity we consider the language LM,3. An obvious application of the pumping lemma
for regular languages shows that the regularity of LM,3 implies the ﬁniteness of L(M). Thus, regularity is undecidable.
Similarly, the undecidability of context-freedom is shown by using the language LM,4. 
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Theorem 11. LetM be a real-time CA. It is undecidable whether or notM is real-time reversible.
Proof. Wemodify the above construction of an automatonM′ accepting LM,1 in the following way. Consider the time step
3|w|. If the input w is accepted, this information is stored on the third track. Now a signal is set up at the leftmost cell. The
signal moves with speed 1/2 to the right. Consider also the signal from right to left which checks the correct format. If both
signalsmeet in cell |w| + 1andnowrong formathas beendetected, thenweknoww ∈ L(M), and thewhole input is formatted
correctly. In this case, we emit signals with maximum speed to the left and to the right which cause each cell to enter some
new permanent state g. Observe that g erases any information from the cells. Therefore, the resulting computation is not
reversible. Let g be the only accepting state. Then the non-emptiness of L(M) implies an irreversible computation.
Conversely, we know that either w /∈ L(M) or the whole input is not formatted correctly. In this case, the signal moving
with speed 1/2 to the right is handled similarly to the signal X in the proof of Lemma 9. Therefore, the resulting computation
remains reversible and, thus, emptiness of L(M) implies reversibility of the computation.
Altogether, this shows thatM′ is reversible if and only if L(M) is empty. Therefore, reversibility is undecidable. 
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